
As part of your INTA Membership benefits, you have access to all of the INTA 
Resources described here and more at no additional charge! All you need 
is your username and password. Don’t remember your password? Contact 
Member Operations at MemberOperations@inta.org. 

INTA Practice Guides 
Save time and money with our extensive and much-used Practice Guides (including the 
popular Country Guides), which provide essential jurisdiction-specific details about trademark 
protection, opposition, cancellation, enforcement, the Madrid System, GIs, collective marks, 
certification marks, and trade dress. Search each guide by jurisdiction or by topic. And look 
for our new Anticounterfeiting Guide in 2023!

The Trademark Reporter
The Trademark Reporter delivers engaging and comprehensive peer-reviewed scholarship 
and analysis on trademarks and complementary intellectual property from practitioners, 
academics, and judges worldwide.

Each year our United States Annual Review (our January–February issue) highlights 
trademark cases in the United States for the most recent year’s Lanham Act administration, 
covering ex parte appeals, inter partes proceedings; and litigation in the federal courts and 
state courts of general jurisdiction. And each year our Annual Review of European Trademark 
Law (our March–April issue) highlights trademark cases in the European Union (at both the 
EU and national levels), the United Kingdom, and other European jurisdictions.

Practice Tools 
Our Practice Tools can help you and your team efficiently manage specific tasks and myriad 
details so that you can thrive in your daily practice.

U.S. State Trademark and Unfair Competition Law

This singular, comprehensive resource offers facts and analysis on U.S. state 
trademark and unfair competition law in each of the 50 states and Puerto Rico. 
Find valuable information on registration statutes, dilution, unfair business 
practices, deceptive trade practices, trademark counterfeiting, false advertising, 
corporate name reservation prior to incorporation, trade name registration, 
fictitious name statutes, unfair competition or passing off, personal name statutes, 
right of publicity, trade disparagement, and franchising or business opportunity 
statutes. We also provide you with a comprehensive bibliography and quick 
reference charts. 
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Trademark Administration 
This classic training aid provides a thorough introduction to trademark practice and 
procedure―covering the role and function of trademarks, selection and clearance, 
registration, maintenance, business transactions, litigation, international practice, 
online issues, ethics, and other key topics. Whether you’re an administrator or 
young practitioner or just want to brush up on one of the keys areas of practice, you 
will appreciate the step-by-step guidance through core chapters complemented by 
checklists, practice tips, and illustrations of documents and forms. 

Practitioners’ Checklists 
Our checklists cover myriad aspects of brand protection and are valuable assets 
for brand legal professionals to help you efficiently identify and check off critical 
considerations and countless details. 

Industry Impressions 
These short resources (helpful to attorneys and corporate executives) cover 
trademark issues of special relevance to particular industries and provide you with 
background on legal concepts within a business context.

Fact Sheets 

Get answers to fundamental questions about trademark and complementary rights to support 
your day-to-day practice.

Quick-Start Trademark Chart 
Get instant answers to some of the most frequently asked trademark questions in a 
convenient chart format, covering 100+ jurisdictions around the globe. You can also generate 
mini-charts for a single question or jurisdiction—which can be downloaded or printed for easy 
reference when you need it. You can also click through the hyperlinks in the chart to access 
our Practice Guides, which provide more in-depth information.
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